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Abstract. We show that on every manifold, every conformal class of semi-Riemannian metrics contains a
metric g such that each kth-order covariant derivative of the Riemann tensor of g has bounded absolute
value ak . This result is new also in the Riemannian case, where one can arrange in addition that g
is complete with injectivity and convexity radius ≥ 1. One can even make the radii rapidly increasing
and the functions ak rapidly decreasing at infinity. We prove generalizations to foliated manifolds, where
curvature, second fundamental form and injectivity radius of the leaves can be controlled similarly.
Moreover, we explain a general principle that can be used to obtain analogous results for Riemannian
manifolds equipped with arbitrary other additional geometric structures instead of foliations.
1. Introduction. Statement of results
A classical result due to R. E. Greene [10] says that every manifold admits a Riemannian metric of
bounded geometry. It is therefore natural to ask a more refined question: Which conformal classes of
Riemannian metrics on a given manifold M contain metrics of bounded geometry? The question is of
course trivial on compact manifolds, because every metric there has bounded geometry. The problem
on open manifolds has been considered by Eichhorn–Fricke–Lang [8], who proved that certain quite
special conformal classes on manifolds of suitable topology contain metrics of bounded geometry. In
the present article, we will show that on every manifold, each conformal class of Riemannian metrics
contains a metric of bounded geometry. We also state and prove generalizations to foliated Riemannian
manifolds and to semi-Riemannian manifolds of arbitrary signature, but let us first discuss the plain
Riemannian case.
1.1. Conventions. 0 ∈ N. Manifolds are pure-dimensional, second countable, without boundary, and
real-analytic. (Recall that the real-analyticity assumption is no loss of generality: For r ∈ N≥1∪ {∞},
every C r -atlas contains a real-analytic subatlas, and every two such subatlases are real-analytically
dieomorphic; cf. e.g. [15].) Semi-Riemannian metrics and foliations are C∞. A manifold-with-boundary
may have an empty boundary. A compact exhaustion of a manifold M is a sequence (Ki )i∈N of compact
subsets of M with
⋃
i∈NKi =M such that each Ki is contained in the interior of Ki+1. A compact
exhaustion (Ki )i∈N is smooth i all Ki are C∞ codimension-0 submanifolds-with-boundary of M .
1.2. Definition. Let M be a manifold, let k ∈N, let ε, ι ∈C0(M ,R>0). A Riemannian metric g on M has
k-geometry bounded by (ε, ι) i
• ∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g ≤ ε holds for every i ∈ {0, . . . ,k}; and
• for each x ∈M , the injectivity radius injg (x) ∈ ]0,∞] of g at the point x is ≥ ι(x).
Here ∇i Riemg denotes the i th covariant derivative with respect to g of the Riemann tensor Riemg . (It
does not matter whether we consider Riemg as a (4,0)-tensor or (3,1)-tensor; the resulting functions∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g ∈C0(M ,R≥0) are the same in both cases.)
Let K = (Ki )i∈N be a compact exhaustion of M , let E = (εi )i∈N be a sequence in C0(M ,R>0). A
Riemannian metric g on M has (∞,K )-geometry bounded by (E , ι) i
• for every i ∈N, the inequality ∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g ≤ εi holds on M \Ki ;
• injg ≥ ι.
According to standard terminology, a Riemannian metric g on M has bounded geometry i there
exist a sequence E = (εi )i∈N of positive constants and a constant ι ∈R>0 such that
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• for every i ∈N, the inequality ∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g ≤ εi holds on M ; and
• injg ≥ ι.
For the relation of our “k-geometry” terminology to notions involving derivatives of the metric
coecients with respect to normal coordinates, see [7].
1.3. Fact. Let g be a Riemannian metric on a manifold M . The following statements are equivalent:
(1) g has bounded geometry.
(2) There exist a compact exhaustion K of M , a sequence E = (εi )i∈N of positive constants, and a
constant ι ∈R>0 such that g has (∞,K )-geometry bounded by (E , ι).
Proof. (1)⇒(2) follows immediately from the fact that every manifold admits a compact exhaustion.
(2)⇒(1) follows from the fact that a function on M which is bounded on the complement of a compact
set Ki is bounded on M . 
Now we can state our main result for Riemannian metrics:
1.4. Theorem. Let K = (Ki )i∈N be a smooth compact exhaustion of a manifold M , let ι,u0 ∈C0(M ,R>0),
let E be a sequence in C0(M ,R>0), let g0 be a Riemannian metric on M . Then there exists a real-analytic
function u : M→R with u > u0 such that the metric e2ug0 is complete and has (∞,K )-geometry bounded
by (E , ι).
The statement that the conformal class of g0 contains a metric with (∞,K )-geometry bounded by
(E , ι) becomes of course the stronger the more rapidly the elements of E decay at infinity and the
more rapidly ι increases at infinity. The property u > u0 can be used for instance to make volumes and
diameters of given compact subsets of M as large as desired.
1.5. Corollary. Let M be a manifold. Every conformal class of Riemannian metrics on M contains a metric
of bounded geometry. Every conformal class of Riemannian metrics on M that contains a real-analytic
metric contains a real-analytic metric of bounded geometry.
Proof. We choose a smooth compact exhaustion K of M , a sequence E of positive constants, and a
constant ι> 0. We apply Theorem 1.4 to a metric g0 — a real-analytic one if possible — in the given
conformal class. The resulting g = e2ug0 satisfies (2) from Fact 1.3 and thus has bounded geometry. 
Remark 1. Every manifold admits a real-analytic Riemannian metric by the Morrey–Grauert embedding
theorem; cf. [15] and the references therein. But not every conformal class of Riemannian metrics
contains a real-analytic one. For instance, on every nonempty manifold of dimension ≥ 4 one can
easily construct a metric whose Weyl tensor is not real-analytic.
Remark 2. In the introduction to their article [8], Eichhorn–Fricke–Lang state in passing that it be easy
to endow Rn with a metric which is not conformally equivalent to any metric of bounded geometry.
Corollary 1.5 disproves that.
1.6. Corollary. Let k ∈N, let g0 be a Riemannian metric on a manifold M , let ε, ι,u0 ∈C0(M ,R>0). Then
there exists a real-analytic u : M→R with u > u0 such that e2ug0 has k-geometry bounded by (ε, ι).
Proof. We choose a smooth compact exhaustion K = (Ki )i∈N of M with Ki =; for i ≤ k . We define E
to be the sequence all of whose entries are ε. Theorem 1.4 applied to K ,E , ι proves the claim. 
Remark. As stated in 1.1, we assume metrics to be C∞ for simplicity. Regularity Ck+2 would suce for
the Corollary 1.6 on k-bounded geometry, though, as interested readers will have no diculty to check.
1.7. Remark. Since the standard definition of bounded geometry involves the injectivity radius, we
have used it in the statements above. Replacing injg by the convexity radius convg in Definition 1.2
yields superficially stronger statements 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, though, because every Riemannian metric g satisfies
convg ≤ injg (and stronger inequalities hold for complete metrics). However, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 remain true
with convg instead of injg , as we state explicitly in Theorem 1.8 and prove in Section 3.
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The proof of Theorem 1.4 is similar to Greene’s construction of metrics of bounded geometry [10]
in several aspects: Like us, Greene uses a compact exhaustion (Ki )i∈N, thereby decomposing M into
cylinders Zi dieomorphic to R×∂Ki and “topology-changing” regions Ui ; and like us, he modifies
a start metric g0 only conformally, the conformal factor being constant on each Ui . The extreme
simplification compared to our situation occurs on each of the sets Zi , where Greene can choose g0
to be a product metric, namely a very long cylinder, the length depending on the g0-geometry of the
neighboring regions Ui and Ui+1. The only information he needs is that the functions
∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g and
inj−1g become small when g is multiplied by a large constant, and that they depend continuously on g
with respect to the fine C∞-topology. As we are not free to choose g0, we have to work considerably
harder in the proof of 1.4, both with respect to
∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣g and with respect to injg .
One might ask whether Theorem 1.4 could be improved with respect to extensions of metrics. For
instance, 1.4 says that for every ε ∈ C0(M ,R>0), every conformal class of Riemannian metrics on M
contains a metric g with
∣∣Riemg ∣∣g < ε. In Gromov’s h-principle language [9, 11], this means that a
certain (open second-order) partial dierential relation for functions M → R satisfies the h-principle.
Whenever something like that happens, one should ask whether the relation satisfies even an h-principle
for extensions. In our case, the question is this: Given a closed subset A of a manifold M and a function
ε ∈C0(M ,R>0), is the following statement true?
“Let g0 be a Riemannian metric on M that fulfills
∣∣Riemg0∣∣g0 < ε on A. Then there exists
a function u ∈C∞(M ,R) with u∣∣A = 0 such that g := e2ug0 fulfills ∣∣Riemg ∣∣g < ε on M .”
One can ask analogous questions for weaker relations like scalg >−n(n−1)ε instead of
∣∣Riemg ∣∣g < ε,
where n = dimM . One can also weaken the statement:
“Let g0 be a Riemannian metric on M that fulfills Riemg0 = 0 on A. Then there exists a
function u ∈C∞(M ,R) with u∣∣A = 0 such that g := e2ug0 fulfills scalg >−ε on M .”
Even this second statement is false: On every manifold M of dimension n ≥ 3, for every compact
codimension-0 submanifold-with-boundary A ∉ {;,M }, for every ε ∈ C0(M ,R>0), and for every given
Riemannian metric g˜0 on M that satisfies Riemg˜0 = 0 on A, there exists a counterexample g0 to the
statement which is equal to g˜0 on A [14]. Hence the h-principle for extensions fails completely here.
It should be pointed out that this problem disappears at least for relations like
∣∣secg ∣∣< const ∈ R>0
when we drop the restriction to a given conformal class. Then the h-principle for extensions holds in
the following form: When A is a closed subset of M such that no connected component of M \ A is
relatively compact in M , then for every Riemannian metric g0 on M which satisfies the relation on A,
there exists a (possibly not complete) metric g which satisfies the relation on M and is equal to g0 on
A. (This is a consequence of [9, Theorem 7.2.4]; cf. [12] for details and generalizations.)
Now that we have seen that Theorem 1.4 is the best result one can hope for in the “plain Riemannian”
setting, let us discuss the announced generalizations to foliated manifolds and semi-Riemannian metrics.
The core of our proof of Theorem 1.4 is the construction of solutions to certain ordinary dierential
inequalities. This core argument does not involve any geometry. In Section 2, we will axiomatize
the general situation it applies to by introducing the notion of a flatzoomer : a functional that assigns
to functions u ∈ C∞(M ,R) — which in our context describe conformal factors — functions Φ(u) ∈
C0(M ,R) that satisfy certain estimates. For instance, for i ∈ N and a Riemannian metric g on M ,
the functional Φi : u 7→
∣∣∇i Riemg [u]∣∣g [u] with g [u] := e2ug is a flatzoomer. Leaving some subtleties of
the injectivity radius aside, Theorem 1.4 is obtained as a special case of a result about sequences of
flatzoomers (e.g. the sequence (Φi )i∈N), namely Theorem 4.1 below. More generally, one can use this
abstract result to prove the following theorem.
1.8. Theorem. Let F be a foliation on a manifold M , let g0,h0 be semi-Riemannian metrics (not neces-
sarily of the same signature) on M which induce (nondegenerate) semi-Riemannian metrics on (the leaves
of) F . Let K = (Ki )i∈N be a smooth compact exhaustion of M , let ι,u0 ∈C0(M ,R>0), let E = (εi )i∈N be
a sequence in C0(M ,R>0). Then there exists a real-analytic function u : M→R with u > u0 such that the
metrics g := e2ug0 and h := e2uh0 have the following properties:
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(i) For every i ∈N, ∣∣∇i Riemg ∣∣h < εi holds on M \Ki .
(ii) If g0 is Riemannian, then g is complete with convexity radius convg > ι.
(iii) For every i ∈N, ∣∣∇i RiemgF ∣∣hF < εi holds on M \Ki .
(iv) If (g0)F is Riemannian, then for each F -leaf L, gL is complete with convgL > ι
∣∣
L .
(v) For every i ∈N, ∣∣∇i IIFg ∣∣h < εi holds on M \Ki .
Here ∇i IIFg denotes the i th covariant derivative with respect to g of the second fundamental form
(equivalently: the Weingarten tensor) of F with respect to g (cf. 2.6 for details); for a semi-Riemannian
metric η on M , ηF denotes the field of bilinear forms induced by η on (the leaves of) F ; for every leaf
L of F , gL denotes the metric on L induced by g ; ∇i RiemgF is the tensor field on F which assigns to
each x ∈M the value of ∇i RiemgL (defined as in 1.2) at x , where L is the leaf through x (cf. 2.5); and
the absolute value |T |η of a tensor field T with respect to a semi-Riemannian metric η is defined to be
the function
∣∣ |T |2η ∣∣1/2 (cf. 2.1).
Remark 1. Theorem 1.4 is a special case of 1.8: By taking g0 = h0 to be Riemannian and F to be the
codimension-0 foliation whose only leaf is M , the statements (i) and (iii) become equal, the statements
(ii) and (iv) become equal, and (v) becomes trivial because IIFg = 0. In that situation, Theorem 1.4 is the
conjunction of (i) and (ii) (equivalently: of (iii) and (iv)).
Remark 2. The Riemannianness assumptions in Theorem 1.8(ii),(iv) cannot be avoided in general, as
we discuss briefly in Section 3 below. In particular, not every conformal class of Lorentzian metrics
contains a geodesically complete one, even on closed manifolds.
Apart from Theorem 1.4, arguably the most interesting cases of Theorem 1.8 are those where g is
Lorentzian and h is either equal to g or Riemannian. The first case might be more natural, but one
often wants sharper estimates for instance of Riemg than an indefinite metric h = g can provide; cf.
the Remark after 2.4 below. In the second case, one will typically consider not an arbitrary Riemannian
metric h but one that is obtained from g by a Wick rotation around some g -timelike line subbundle of
TM .
The information that the metric g we get from Theorem 1.8 lies in a given conformal class is
particularly important when we consider metrics which are not Riemannian: then the causal structure
of a metric (which is an invariant of the conformal class) plays a crucial role in almost all considerations.
For example, if the given g0 is a globally hyperbolic or stably causal Lorentzian metric, then the metric
g provided by 1.8 has the same property.
Let us consider the case where g0 = h0 is Riemannian in Theorem 1.8. Even if one is not interested
in having a solution metric g in each conformal class, the conformal class construction is probably the
only chance to prove the theorem for an arbitrary foliation F . Since such a foliation does usually not
fit to the structure of any compact exhaustion (Ki )i∈N of M (in the sense that the boundaries ∂Ki are
not leaves of F ), a Greene-style construction would not work, for instance. The problem becomes even
more severe when g0 or h0 is not Riemannian.
Our method of proof, in particular Theorem 4.1, should be regarded as a construction kit for all kinds
of theorems in the spirit of 1.8. Instead of a foliation, such theorems might involve other geometric
objects, e.g. bundles, almost complex structures or symplectic forms. Functions built from a metric g
and such objects will often define flatzoomers via conformal change of g ; cf. Remark 2.7. The flatzoomer
condition is always easy to check for a given example. Whenever it holds, one gets a theorem of the
form 1.8 saying that the considered function is small for some (complete) metric g in the desired
conformal class.
Theorem 1.8 might also be useful in the context of conformally invariant field theories on curved
backgrounds, because it allows to choose a background metric convenient for analytic considerations.
The article is organized as follows: Flatzoomers are introduced in Section 2. Injectivity and convexity
radii are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 contains the proofs of our main results.
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2. Flatzoomers
In this section, we introduce the notions flatzoomer and quasi-flatzoomer and give several examples.
2.1. Notation (g [u], ∇igT , |T |2g , RPolydm ). Let (M ,g ) be a semi-Riemannian manifold. For u ∈C0(M ,R),
we denote the semi-Riemannian metric e2ug by g [u]. For i ∈ N, the i th covariant derivative with
respect to g of a C∞ tensor field T on M is denoted by ∇igT . The function |T |2g ∈ C∞(M ,R) is
the total contraction of T ⊗T via g in corresponding tensor indices; it might be negative if g is not
Riemannian. The function |T |g ∈C0(M ,R≥0) is defined to be
∣∣ |T |2g ∣∣1/2. Riemg denotes the Riemann
tensor, viewed as a tensor field of type (4,0). We adopt the Besse sign convention for Riemg [2].
For m,d ∈N, RPolydm denotes the (finite-dimensional) R-vector space of real polynomials of degree
≤ d in m variables, equipped with its unique Hilbert space topology.
Remark. Recall that |T |2g does not change when we raise or lower indices of T via g . In particular,
functions like
∣∣∇ig Riemg ∣∣2g do not depend on whether we consider Riemg as a (4,0)- or (3,1)-tensor
field. However, when h is another semi-Riemannian metric on M , then in general
∣∣∇ig Riemg ∣∣2h depends
on this choice. Nevertheless, the dierence is hardly relevant anywhere in this article.
2.2. Definition. Let M be a manifold. A functional Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R) is a flatzoomer i for
some — and hence every — Riemannian metric η on M , there exist k,d ∈N, α ∈R>0, u0 ∈C0(M ,R≥0)
and a polynomial-valued map P ∈C0(M ,RPolydk+1) such that∣∣Φ(u)(x)∣∣ ≤ e−αu(x)P (x)(u(x), ∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(x), . . . , ∣∣∇kηu∣∣η(x))
holds for all x ∈M and all u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) with u(x)> u0(x).
Proof of “and hence every”. This is essentially straightforward and similar to but simpler than the proof
of Example 2.5 below. We omit the details. 
2.3. Example (covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor). Let (M ,g ) be a semi-Riemannian manifold,
let k ∈N. Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C∞(M ,R) defined by
Φ(u) :=
∣∣∣∇kg [u]Riemg [u]∣∣∣2g [u]
is a flatzoomer. (This will be proved after Example 2.5 below.)
Remark. Examples of this form, where Φ results from a given function like
∣∣∇kg Riemg ∣∣2g by varying
g conformally, motivate the terminology “flatzoomer”: As the “zoom factor” u becomes larger, |Φ(u)|
becomes smaller (because e−αu tends to 0) locally uniformly, provided the derivatives of u are bounded
in a suitable way described by P and η. For instance, the curvature of g [u] becomes smaller in the
sense that
∣∣ ∣∣Riemg [u]∣∣2g [u]∣∣ tends to 0; i.e., g [u] becomes flatter.
We can generalize Example 2.3:
2.4. Example (covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor again). Let g ,h be semi-Riemannian metrics
(not necessarily of the same signature) on a manifold M , let k ∈N. Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C∞(M ,R)
defined by
Φ(u) :=
∣∣∣∇kg [u]Riemg [u]∣∣∣2h[u]
is a flatzoomer. (This will be proved after Example 2.5 below.)
Remark. Especially interesting is the case where g is Lorentzian and h is Riemannian. There are
many situations, in particular in General Relativity, where one would like to have a Lorentzian metric
g on a manifold M which makes a certain codimension-1 foliation F on M spacelike, such that
the curvature of g is controlled in a stronger sense than the absolute value of
∣∣Riemg ∣∣2g being small:
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Typically, one wants to control certain components Riemg (ei ,e j ,ek ,el ) of Riemg , where (e0, . . . ,en−1) is
a local orthonormal frame such that e1, . . . ,en−1 are tangential to the spacelike foliation F (and thus e0
is timelike). However, the terms Riemg (ei ,e j ,ek ,el )2 occur with dierent signs in the sum
∣∣Riemg ∣∣2g .
Thus the condition of
∣∣Riemg ∣∣2g being small is too weak; one wants that ∣∣Riemg ∣∣2h is small for some
Riemannian metric h. (When F is already given, it is natural to take the h which one obtains from g
by changing the sign in the direction orthogonal to F . Example 2.4 works with an arbitrary h, though.)
Even more generally than Example 2.4 (in the sense that 2.4 results from considering the codimension-
0 foliation whose only leaf is M ), we can consider the curvature of the leaves of a foliation on M instead
of the curvature of the whole manifold M :
2.5. Example (covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor of a foliation). Let g ,h be semi-Riemannian
metrics on a manifold M , let k ∈N. Let F be a foliation on M such that g and h induce (nondegenerate)
semi-Riemannian metrics gF resp. hF on the leaves of F . (The condition that a metric g˜ on M induces
a semi-Riemannian metric on the leaves of F is satisfied for instance when g˜ is Riemannian; more
generally, when F is g˜ -spacelike or g˜ -timelike.) Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C∞(M ,R) defined by
Φ(u) :=
∣∣∣∇kgF [u]RiemgF [u]∣∣∣2hF [u]
is a flatzoomer.
Remark. Note that the signature of gF resp. hF is automatically constant on each connected component
of M , for continuity reasons.
Proof of 2.5, and thus of 2.3 and 2.4. We write g ′ := gF and h′ := hF . For r ∈N, let Tr (F )→M denote
the R-vector bundle of (r,0)-tensors on F ; thus the fiber over x ∈M consists of the r -multilinear forms
on TxF .
For u ∈C∞(M ,R), the (4,0)-Riemann curvature of g ′[u] is [2, Theorem 1.159b]
Riemg ′[u] = e2u
(
Riemg ′−g ′7 (Hessg ′ u−du⊗du+ 12 |du|2g ′ g ′)) . (1)
With the notation ∇g˜ ≡∇1g˜ , we have [2, Theorem 1.159a] for all sections X in TF →M and all v ∈ TF :
∇g ′[u]v X =∇g
′
v X +du(X )v +du(v)X − g ′(v,X )gradg ′ u . (2)
Let k,m ∈N. We consider the (finite-dimensional) R-vector space PCg ′,Fk,m of base-preserving vector
bundle morphisms Tk+4+2m(F ) → Tk+4(F ) which is spanned by all morphisms of the form ξ ◦pi,
where pi : Tk+4+2m(F )→Tk+4+2m(F ) is a permutation of tensor indices (the same permutation over
each x ∈M ) and ξ : Tk+4+2m(F )→Tk+4(F ) contracts each of the first m pairs of indices via g ′.
We claim that for every k ∈N, there exist a number µk ∈N and, for each i ∈
{
1, . . . ,µk
}
,
• a number ak,i ∈N and a section ωk,i in Tak,i (F )→M ,
• numbers ck,i ,1, . . . ,ck,i ,k+2 ∈N,
• a number mk,i ∈N with ak,i +
∑k+2
ν=1νck,i ,ν = k+4+2mk,i ,
• and a morphism ψk,i ∈ PCg
′,F
k,mk,i
such that the following equation holds for all u ∈C∞(M ,R):
∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u] = e2u
µk∑
i=1
ψk,i
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 ) . (3)
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We prove this by induction over k . Equation (1) shows that in the case k = 0, (3) holds with µ0 = 4,
a0,1 = 4, a0,2 = 2, a0,3 = 2, a0,4 = 4,
ω0,1 = Riemg ′ , ω0,2 = g ′ , ω0,3 = g ′ , ω0,4 = g ′7 g ′ ,
c0,1,1 = 0, c0,2,1 = 0, c0,3,1 = 2, c0,4,1 = 2,
c0,1,2 = 0, c0,2,2 = 1, c0,3,2 = 0, c0,4,2 = 0,
m0,1 = 0, m0,2 = 0, m0,3 = 0, m0,4 = 1,
for suitable morphisms ψ0,1,ψ0,2,ψ0,3 ∈ PCg
′,F
0,0 and ψ0,4 ∈ PC
g ′,F
0,1 .
Now we assume that (3) holds for some k ∈N and verify it for k +1. Since all elements of PCg ′,Fk,∗
are g ′-parallel, we obtain (using ∇1g ′[u]u = du =∇1g ′u and the product and chain rules)
∇k+1g ′[u]Riemg ′[u] =∇g ′[u]∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u]
= e2u
µk∑
i=1
∇g ′[u]
(
ψk,i
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 ))
+2e2u du⊗
µk∑
i=1
ψk,i
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
= e2u
µk∑
i=1
ψˆk,i
(
∇g ′[u]ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
I:=
+e2u
µk∑
i=1
k+2∑
j=1
ψk,i , j
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗∇g ′[u] ((∇ jg ′u)⊗ck,i , j )⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
II:=
+e2u
µk∑
i=1
ψ˜k,i
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1+1⊗ (∇1g ′u)⊗ck,i ,2 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
III:=
for suitable ψˆk,i , ψk,i , j , ψ˜k,i ∈ PCg
′,F
k+1,mk,i . Summand III has already the desired form of the right-hand
side of (3). Now we consider I. Writing Vu(v,X ) := du(X )v +du(v)X − g ′(v,X )gradg ′ u for v,X ∈ TxM ,
we deduce from (2) (by applying the product rule twice):(
∇g ′[u]v ωk,i
)(
v1, . . . ,vak,i
)= (∇g ′v ωk,i )(v1, . . . ,vak,i )− ak,i∑
l=1
ωk,i
(
v1, . . . ,vl−1,Vu(v,vl ),vl+1, . . . ,vak,i
)
=
(
∇g ′v ωk,i
)(
v1, . . . ,vak,i
)− ak,i∑
l=1
ωk,i
(
v1, . . . ,vl−1,v,vl+1, . . . ,vak,i
)∇1g ′u(vl )
−
ak,i∑
l=1
ωk,i
(
v1, . . . ,vak,i
)∇1g ′u(v)+
〈
ak,i∑
l=1
ωk,i
(
v1, . . . ,vl−1, ,vl+1, . . . ,vak,i
)
, g ′(v,vl )∇1g ′u( )
〉
g ′
;
hence
ψˆk,i
(
∇g ′[u]ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
= ψˆk,i
(
∇g ′ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
+
ak,i∑
l=1
ϕk,i ,l
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1+1⊗ (∇2g ′u)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
+
ak,i∑
l=1
χk,i ,l
(
g ′⊗ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1+1⊗ (∇2g ′u)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
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for some ϕi ,k,l ∈ PCg
′,F
k+1,mk,i and χi ,k,l ∈ PC
g ′,F
k+1,mk,i+1. This shows that also summand I has the desired
form. A similar formula holds for each summand of
∇g ′[u]
((
∇ jg ′u
)⊗ck,i , j )= ck,i , j∑
ν=1
(
∇ jg ′u
)⊗ν−1⊗∇g ′[u]∇ jg ′u⊗ (∇ jg ′u)⊗ck,i , j−ν ,
which takes care of term II. Thus ∇k+1g ′[u]Riemg ′[u] has the required form (3). This completes the proof of
our claim involving (3).
Let u ∈ C∞(M ,R≥0). To compute Φ(u) at a point x ∈ M , we choose an h′-orthonormal basis
(e1, . . . ,en) of TxF . Then (e1[u], . . . ,en[u]) defined by ei [u] := e−uei is an h′[u]-orthonormal basis of
TxF . Let εi := hF (ei ,ei ) ∈ {−1,1}. Thus
Φ(u)=
∣∣∣∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u]∣∣∣2h′[u] = ∑
a∈{1,...,n}k+4
εa1 . . .εak+4
(
∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u]
)(
ea1 [u], . . . ,eak+4 [u]
)2
= e−2(k+4)u ∑
a∈{1,...,n}k+4
εa1 . . .εak+4
(
∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u]
)(
ea1 , . . . ,eak+4
)2 .
Let η be any Riemannian metric on M . For suitable d ∈N and P ∈C0(M ,RPolydk+2) not depending on
u, we obtain at every x ∈M , using (3),∣∣Φ(u)(x)∣∣= e−2(k+4)u(x) ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kg ′[u]Riemg ′[u]∣∣∣2h′ (x)
∣∣∣∣
≤ e−2(k+2)u(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ µk∑
i=1
ψk,i
(
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1g ′u
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+2g ′ u)⊗ck,i ,k+2 )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
h′
(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ e−2(k+2)u(x)P (x)
(∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(x), . . . , ∣∣∇k+2η u∣∣η(x)) .
Hence Φ is a flatzoomer. 
2.6. Example (covariant derivatives of the second fundamental form of a foliation). Let g ,h be semi-
Riemannian metrics on a manifold M , let k ∈ N. Let F be a foliation on M such that g induces
a semi-Riemannian metric gF on the leaves of F . Let prg : TM → TF denote the g -orthogonal
projection onto TF ; then pr⊥g := idTM −prg is pointwise the g -orthogonal projection from TxM onto
the g -orthogonal complement of TxF in TxM . We consider the second fundamental form IIFg of F
in (M ,g ) as a field of trilinear forms on M ; i.e., for all x ∈M and v,w,z ∈ TxM , we let
IIFg (v,w,z) := g
(
∇gprg (v)
(
prg ◦wˆ
)
, pr⊥g (z)
)
,
where wˆ is any vector field on M with wˆ(x)=w (the choice does not matter). Thus IIFg projects the
input vectors v,w ∈ TxM to TxF , evaluates the second fundamental form of the F -leaf through x in
these projections, and translates the resulting vector (which is normal to TxF ) into a 1-form.
Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C∞(M ,R) defined by
Φ(u) :=
∣∣∣∇kg [u] IIFg [u]∣∣∣2h[u]
is a flatzoomer.
Proof. Let u ∈C∞(M ,R). Clearly pr := prg = prg [u] and pr⊥ := pr⊥g = pr⊥g [u]. All v ∈ TM and vector fields
X on M satisfy [2, Theorem 1.159a]
∇g [u]v X =∇gvX +du(X )v +du(v)X − g (v,X )gradg u . (4)
This yields for all x ∈M and v,w,z ∈ TxM :
IIFg [u](v,w,z)= g [u]
(
∇g [u]pr(v)
(
pr◦wˆ) , pr⊥(z))
= g [u]
(
∇gpr(v)
(
pr◦wˆ)− g (pr(v),pr(w))gradg u, pr⊥(z))
= e2u IIFg (v,w,z)−e2ug
(
pr(v),pr(w)
)
du
(
pr⊥(z)
)
.
(5)
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For r ∈N, we define Πgr to be the set of sections in End(TM)⊗r →M which have the form p1⊗·· ·⊗pr
with p1, . . . ,pr ∈
{
pr, pr⊥, idTM
}
. Using the notation Tr (TM) and PC
g ,TM
k,m from the proof of Example
2.5, we claim that for every k ∈M , there exist a number µk ∈N and, for each i ∈
{
1, . . . ,µk
}
,
• a number ak,i ∈N and a section ωk,i in Tak,i (TM)→M ,
• numbers ck,i ,1, . . . ,ck,i ,k+1 ∈N,
• a number mk,i ∈N with ak,i +
∑k+1
ν=1νck,i ,ν = k+3+2mk,i ,
• a section pk,i ∈Πgk+3+2mk,i and a morphism ψk,i ∈ PC
g ,TM
k,mk,i
such that the following equation holds for all u ∈C∞(M ,R):
∇kg [u] IIFg [u] = e2u
µk∑
i=1
ψk,i
((
ωk,i ⊗
(
∇1gu
)⊗ck,i ,1 ⊗·· ·⊗ (∇k+1g u)⊗ci ,k,k+1 )◦pk,i ) .
This claim is proved by induction over k in a similar way as in the proof of Example 2.5, with (5) as
induction start and (4) being applied in the induction step. We omit the details.
Let u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0). An estimate analogous to the end of the proof of Example 2.5 yields now
∀x ∈M : ∣∣Φ(u)(x)∣∣≤ e−2(k+1)u(x)P (x)(∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(x), . . . , ∣∣∇k+1η u∣∣η(x))
for any Riemannian metric η on M and suitable d ∈ N and P ∈ C0(RPolydk+1) not depending on u.
Hence Φ is a flatzoomer. 
2.7. Remark. When we replace h[u] by h in the definitions of the respective maps Φ in the Examples
2.4, 2.5, 2.6, then these maps are no longer flatzoomers, as one can tell easily from the proofs above.
In contrast, after replacing one or both of the symbols g [u] by g (while keeping h[u]) in one of the
definitions, the resulting map Φ is still a flatzoomer. Replacing ∇g [u] by ∇h[u] or an arbitrary fixed
connection ∇˜ does not aect the flatzoomer property either.
As mentioned in the Introduction, when additional geometric objects — e.g. an almost complex
structure J or a symplectic form — are given on M , one can construct many other examples of
flatzoomers. These will typically be total h[u]-contractions Φ(u) of some tensor field Tu built from the
additional objects and g [u] resp. h[u]; e.g., Tu may be the h[u]-covariant derivative of the Nijenhuis
tensor NJ , which has up to a sign exactly one not a priori vanishing total contraction. After lowering all
upper indices of Tu via h[u], we may assume that Tu is a field of multilinear forms. This Tu will usually
for some c ∈ Z have the form ecu times a polynomial in u and its derivatives; e.g., c = 4 in Example
2.5 with Tu =∇k Riemg [u]⊗∇k Riemg [u] (cf. (1)), c = 4 in Example 2.6 with Tu =∇k IIFg [u]⊗∇k IIFg [u] (cf.
(5)), and c = 2 in the Nijenhuis derivative example. If the multilinear form Tu has more than c slots —
which is the case in all these examples —, then the functional Φ is a flatzoomer.
2.8. Example. Let M be a manifold, let m ∈N. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, let Φi : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R) be a
flatzoomer. Assume that Q ∈C0(M × (R≥0)m , R≥0) is homogeneous-polynomially bounded in the sense
that there exist r ∈R>0 and c ∈C0(M ,R≥0) with
∀x ∈M : ∀v1, . . . ,vm ∈ [0,1] : Q(x,v1, . . . ,vm)≤ c(x) ·
(
v1+·· ·+ vm
)r .
Then the functional Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) defined by
Φ(u)(x) :=Q
(
x,
∣∣Φ1(u)(x)∣∣, . . . , ∣∣Φm(u)(x)∣∣)
is a flatzoomer; cf. the proof sketch below.
This applies in particular to the function Q given by Q(x,v) =∑mi=1 |vi |. Thus Φ :=∑mi=1 |Φi | is a
flatzoomer. In this way, finitely many flatzoomers can be controlled by a single flatzoomer: if |Φ(u)| ≤ ε
holds for some u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) and ε ∈C0(M ,R>0), then |Φi (u)| ≤ ε for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Another example is obtained by taking m = 1 and Q(s)= |s|1/2. In the situation of Example 2.4, the
map Φ˜ := |Φ|1/2 : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) given by
Φ˜(u)=
∣∣∣∇kg [u]Riemg [u]∣∣∣h[u]
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is thus a flatzoomer. This generalizes in an obvious way to Example 2.5.
Sketch of proof of the flatzoomer property. This is completely analogous to the proof of 2.11 below: in the
proof there, just replace every term of the form sup
{
something(y)
∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2} by something(x);
every “u > u? on Kl+1 \Kl−2” by “u(x)> u?(x)”; and the last sentence by “Thus Φ is a flatzoomer.”. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.4, we have to control not only the functions
∣∣∇ig Riemg ∣∣2g but also the
inverse inj−1g ∈ C0(M ,R>0) of the injectivity radius. However, the functional Φ : u 7→ inj−1g [u] is not a
flatzoomer, because Φ(u)(x) cannot be bounded just in terms of some k-jet j kx u of u at the point x ;
one has to take the values of u on a whole neighborhood of x into account. The following more general
definition covers such functionals.
For a manifold M and a set I ⊆ R, let Fct(M , I ) denote the set of all (not necessarily continuous)
functions M→ I .
2.9. Definition. Let K = (Ki )i∈N be a compact exhaustion of a manifold M , let K−2 := K−1 := ;. A
functional Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→ Fct(M ,R) is a quasi-flatzoomer for K i for some — and hence every
— Riemannian metric η on M , there exist k,d ∈N, α ∈R>0, u0 ∈C0(M ,R≥0) and P ∈C0
(
M ,RPolydk+1
)
such that
∣∣Φ(u)(x)∣∣ ≤ sup{e−αu(y)P (y)(u(y), ∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(y), . . . , ∣∣∇kηu∣∣η(y)) ∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2}
holds for all i ∈N and x ∈Ki \Ki−1 and u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u > u0 on Ki+1 \Ki−2.
Proof of “and hence every”. This is analogous to the proof of 2.2. 
2.10. Example. Every flatzoomer Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R) is a quasi-flatzoomer for every compact
exhaustion of M . 
2.11. Example. Let K = (Kl )l∈N be a compact exhaustion of a manifold M , let m ∈N. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
let Φi : C∞(M ,R≥0) → Fct(M ,R) be a quasi-flatzoomer for K . Assume Q ∈ C0
(
M × (R≥0)m , R≥0
)
is
homogeneous-polynomially bounded in the sense of Example 2.8. Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→ Fct(M ,R≥0)
defined by
Φ(u)(x) :=Q
(
x,
∣∣Φ1(u)(x)∣∣, . . . , ∣∣Φm(u)(x)∣∣)
is a quasi-flatzoomer for K .
Proof. Let K−2 := K−1 := ;, let η be a Riemannian metric on M . For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, there exist
ki ,di ∈N, αi ∈R>0 and bi ,ui ∈C0(M ,R≥0) such that
∣∣Φi (u)(x)∣∣ ≤ sup
e−αiu(y)bi (y) ·
(
1+
ki∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
)di ∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2

holds for all l ∈ N and x ∈ Kl \Kl−1 and u ∈ C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u > ui on Kl+1 \Kl−2. We
consider k :=max {k1, . . . ,km}, d :=max {d1, . . . ,dm}, α :=min {α1, . . . ,αm} and the pointwise maxima
u0 :=max {u1, . . . ,um}, b :=max {b1, . . . ,bm} in C0(M ,R≥0). For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
∣∣Φi (u)(x)∣∣ ≤ sup
e−αu(y)b(y) ·
(
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
)d ∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2

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holds for all l ∈ N and x ∈ Kl \Kl−1 and u ∈ C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u > u0 on Kl+1 \Kl−2. This
implies for all l ∈N and x ∈Kl \Kl−1 and u > u0:∣∣Φ(u)(x)∣∣ = Q(x, ∣∣Φ1(u)(x)∣∣, . . . , ∣∣Φm(u)(x)∣∣) ≤ c(x) · (∣∣Φ1(u)(x)∣∣+·· ·+ ∣∣Φm(u)(x)∣∣)r
≤ mr c(x)
sup
b(y) e−αu(y)
(
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
)d ∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2

r
≤ sup
e−αru(y) mr c(y)b(y)r
(
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
)dr ∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2
 .
Thus Φ is a quasi-flatzoomer for K . 
3. Lower bounds on Riemannian injectivity and convexity radii
In this section, we first prove that the inverse convexity radius (and thus also the inverse injectivity
radius) of Riemannian metrics on a manifold M — or, more generally, on a foliation on M — is
a quasi-flatzoomer Φ with respect to conformal factors. In Section 4, we will construct a function
u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) with Φ(u)≤ 1. This yields convg [u] ≥ 1, so in particular the metric g [u] is complete.
At the end of the section, we explain why this construction cannot be generalized to arbitrary semi-
Riemannian metrics.
The standard lower estimates of the injectivity radius of a Riemannian metric due to Heintze–Karcher
[13, Corollary 2.3.2] and Cheeger–Gromov–Taylor [5, Theorem 4.7] do apparently not imply the desired
quasi-flatzoomer property directly in our situation. But we can just as well argue in a more elementary
way. We use a local version of Klingenberg’s lemma which does not assume completeness:
3.1. Klingenberg’s lemma. Let (M ,g ) be a Riemannian manifold, let x ∈M , let δ,`,r ∈R>0. Assume
• the ball B gr (x) :=
{
z ∈M ∣∣ distg (x,z)≤ r } (which is closed in M ) is compact;
• secg (σ)≤ δ holds for every y ∈B gr (x) and every 2-plane σ⊆ TyM ;
• every periodic geodesic in (M ,g ) which is contained in B gr (x) has length ≥ `.
Then injg (x)≥min
{
pip
δ
, `2 , r
}
.
As we do not know a reference where Klingenberg’s lemma is stated in this local form, let us review
the proof. We need the following two results.
3.2. Lemma (Morse–Schönberg [3, Theorem II.6.3]). Let δ,r ∈ R>0, let γ : [0,r ] → M be a unit-speed
geodesic in a Riemannian manifold (M ,g ) such that Riemg
(
γ′(t ),w,γ′(t ),w
) < δg (w,w) holds for all
t ∈ [0,r ] and w ∈ Tγ(t )M . If r < pip
δ
, then there is no conjugate point of γ(0) along γ. 
Recall that the conjugate radius conjg (x) ∈ ]0,∞] of a point x in a (possibly incomplete) Riemannian
manifold (M ,g ) is the number inf
{
%(v)
∣∣ v ∈ TxM , g (v,v)= 1}, where %(v) is the supremum of all
a ∈ R>0 such that the maximal g -geodesic γ with γ′(0)= v is defined on [0,a] and has no conjugate
point of γ(0)= x along γ∣∣[0,a].
3.3. Lemma. Let (M ,g ) be a Riemannian manifold, let x ∈M , let `,r ∈R>0. Assume that
• B :=B gr (x) is compact;
• every periodic geodesic in (M ,g ) which is contained in B has length ≥ `.
Then injg (x)≥min
{
conjg (x), `/2, r
}
.
Sketch of proof. Assume injg (x)< r . Because of the compactness of B , the tangent space ball B gx,r (0) :={
v ∈ TxM
∣∣ |v |g ≤ r } is contained in the domain of expgx . Since injg (x) is the supremum of all s ∈ R>0
for which expgx is a smooth embedding on B
g
x,s(0), we have injg (x) = conjg (x) (if expgx has a critical
point at the boundary of B gx,r (0)) or exp
g
x is not injective on B
g
x,r (0). In the latter case, there is a point
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y ∈ interior(B) for which x and y are connected by two distinct length-minimizing geodesics such that
y is not conjugate to x along either. Now repeat the proof of the complete case [4, Lemma 5.6] verbatim
to get a periodic geodesic of length 2 injg (x). 
Proof of 3.1. By the sectional curvature assumption of 3.1, the curvature assumption of 3.2 holds for every
unit-speed geodesic γ : [0,r ]→M starting in x (because for every t ∈ [0,r ], it holds for all w ∈ Tγ(t )M
with g (γ′(t ),w)= 0 and thus for all w ∈ Tγ(t )M ). Hence 3.2 implies conjg (x)≥min
{
pi/δ1/2, r
}
. Lemma
3.3 yields injg (x)≥min
{
pi/δ1/2, `/2, r
}
. 
Theorem 1.8 says not only that certain injectivity radii are large, but even that convexity radii are
large. (The convexity radius function on a Riemannian manifold is by definition always pointwise ≤ the
injectivity radius function.) Therefore we recall J. H. C. Whitehead’s lower bound [4, Theorem 5.14]:
3.4. Lemma. Let (M ,g ) be a Riemannian manifold, let x ∈M , let δ, ι,r ∈R>0. Assume that
• the ball B :=B gr (x) is compact;
• secg (σ)≤ δ holds for every y ∈B and every 2-plane σ⊆ TyM ;
• injg (y)≥ ι holds for every y ∈B .
Then convg (x)≥min
{
pi
2
p
δ
, ι2 , r
}
.
3.5. Corollary (to 3.1 and 3.4). Let (M ,g ) be a Riemannian manifold, let x ∈M , let δ,`,r ∈R>0. Assume
• the ball B :=B gr (x) is compact;
• secg (σ)≤ δ holds for every y ∈B and every 2-plane σ⊆ TyM ;
• every periodic geodesic in (M ,g ) which is contained in B has length ≥ `.
Then convg (x)≥ 12 min
{
pip
δ
, `2 ,
r
2
}
.
Proof. B ′ :=B gr /2(x)⊆B is compact. For every y ∈B ′, the ball By :=B
g
r /2(y) is contained in B . Thus By
is compact, secg ≤ δ holds on By , and every periodic geodesic in By has length ≥ `. Hence Klingen-
berg’s lemma implies injg (y)≥ ι :=min
{
pi/
p
δ, `/2, r /2
}
. Lemma 3.4, with r /2 and B ′ in the roles of r
and B , yields
convg (x)≥ 12 min
{
pip
δ
, ι, r
}
= 12 min
{
pip
δ
, `2 ,
r
2
}
. 
Now we introduce the quantities that feature prominently in Theorem 3.8:
3.6. Definition. Let F be a foliation on a manifold M . Let g be a Riemannian metric on F (i.e.,
a smooth section in the bundle Sym2+T ∗F →M , whose fiber over x consists of the positive definite
symmetric bilinear forms on the tangent space TxF of the F -leaf that contains x). For each leaf L of F ,
gL denotes the Riemannian metric on L that is the restriction of g . We define convFg : M→ ]0,∞] to be
the function whose restriction to each F -leaf L is convgL ∈C0(L, ]0,∞]). Analogously, injFg : M→ ]0,∞]
denotes the function whose restriction to each F -leaf L is injgL ∈C0(L, ]0,∞]).
1/convFg and 1/ inj
F
g are defined as functions M→ [0,∞[ in an obvious way.
3.7. Remark. In the situation of the preceding definition, the functions convFg and inj
F
g are in general
not continuous. For example, take the foliation F on M := (Rn ×R) \ {(0n ,0)} whose leaves are the
sets L0 := (Rn \ {0n})× {0} and Lt := Rn × {t } with t ∈ R \ {0}, and take g to be the metric on F whose
restriction to each Li is the euclidean metric there. At each point of L0, convFg = injFg is not continuous,
because it is constant ∞ on ⋃t∈R\{0}Lt but finite-valued on L0.
This is the reason why we allowed in Definition 2.9 the Φ(u) to be arbitrary functions M→R instead
of continuous ones.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
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3.8. Theorem. LetF be a foliation on a manifold M , let g be a Riemannian metric onF , letK = (Ki )i∈N
be a compact exhaustion of M . Then Φ : C∞(M ,R≥0)→ Fct(M ,R≥0) given by
Φ(u) := 1/convFg [u]
is a quasi-flatzoomer for K . The same holds with injFg [u] instead of conv
F
g [u].
Proof. Let A be a foliation atlas for F . We choose a (parametrized) locally finite cover U = (Ui )i∈N of
M by open sets Ui each of which has compact closure contained in the domain of some A -chart ϕi .
For i ∈N, ϕi induces for each leaf L coordinates on Ui ∩L. For any u ∈C∞(M ,R), we can consider
the Christoel symbols g [u]LΓcab of the metric g [u]L with respect to these coordinates. Since Ui has
compact closure in dom(ϕi ), there exists a constant Ai ∈R>0 such that∣∣g [u]LΓcab∣∣≤ Ai (1+ ∣∣du∣∣g )
holds pointwise on Ui ∩L for every F -leaf L and every u ∈C∞(M ,R): for h = gL , we have
h[u]Γcab =
1
2
∑
m
h[u]cm
(
∂ah[u]bm +∂bh[u]am −∂mh[u]ab
)
= 1
2
∑
m
hcm
e2u
(
e2u
(
∂ahbm +∂bham −∂mhab
)+2e2u(∂au hbm +∂bu ham −∂mu hab)) .
Let n := dimF . For i ∈ N, we denote the (leafwise) euclidean metric on F ∣∣dom(ϕi ), obtained via
ϕi -pullback, by eucli . There exists a constant Ci ∈R>0 such that
Ci |v |eucli ≥ |v |g ≥C−1i |v |eucli
holds for every F -leaf L and every x ∈Ui ∩L and every v ∈ TxL. We define Hi := 4n2AiC3i ∈R>0.
Since U is locally finite, there exists an H ∈C0(M ,R>0) with ∀x ∈M : ∀i ∈N :
(
x ∈Ui ⇒H(x)≥Hi
)
.
The Examples 2.5 and 2.8 (with Q(s)= 2pi |s|1/4) tell us that Φ0 : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) given by
Φ0(u) := 2
pi
∣∣RiemgF [u]∣∣1/2gF [u]
is a flatzoomer. Moreover, Φ1 : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) given by
Φ1(u) := e−uH ·
(
1+ ∣∣du∣∣g )
is obviously a flatzoomer.
Let K−2 := K−1 := ;. There exists a (suciently large) function u1 ∈ C0(M ,R) such that for every
i ∈N, for every leaf L and for every x ∈ (Ki \Ki−1)∩L, there is a j ∈N with
B g [u1]L1 (x)⊆U j ∩ (Ki+1 \Ki−2) .
Trivially, also Φ2 : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) given by Φ2(u) := 4e−ueu1 is a flatzoomer.
By Example 2.8, Ψ :=Φ0+Φ1+Φ2 is a flatzoomer; i.e., there exist k,d ∈N, α ∈R>0, u0 ∈C0(M ,R≥0),
P ∈C0(M ,RPolydk+1) and a Riemannian metric η on M such that
0 ≤ Ψ(u)(x) ≤ e−αu(x)P (x)
(
u(x),
∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(x), . . . , ∣∣∇kηu∣∣η(x))
holds for all x ∈ M and all u ∈ C∞(M ,R≥0) with u(x) > u0(x). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that u0 is ≥ than each of the analogous functions which appear in the flatzoomer conditions
of Φ0,Φ1,Φ2.
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We claim that
1/ injFg [u](x) ≤ 1/convFg [u](x) ≤ sup
{
e−αu(y)P (y)
(
u(y),
∣∣∇1ηu∣∣η(y), . . . , ∣∣∇kηu∣∣η(y)) ∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2}
holds for all i ∈ N and x ∈ Ki \Ki−1 and u ∈ C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u > u0 on Ki+1 \Ki−2. This
claim implies by Definition 2.9 that the theorem is true.
In order to prove the claim, only the second “≤” has to be checked. By Corollary 3.5, it suces to
verify that for all i ∈N and leaves L and x ∈ (Ki \Ki−1)∩L and u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u > u0
on Ki+1 \Ki−2, there exists an r ∈ R>0 such that B g [u]Lr (x) is compact and the following inequalities
hold (where sup; := 0):
2
pi
∣∣∣max{secg [u]L (σ) ∣∣∣ z ∈B g [u]Lr (x), σ ∈Gr2(TzL)}∣∣∣1/2 ≤ sup{Φ0(u)(y) ∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} , (6)
sup
{
4/ length(γ)
∣∣∣γ⊂B g [u]Lr (x) is a periodic g [u]L-geodesic}≤ sup{Φ1(u)(y) ∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} , (7)
4
r
≤ sup
{
Φ2(u)(y)
∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} . (8)
We will show that r := 1/sup{eu1(y)−u(y) ∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} has these properties. It satisfies (8) tauto-
logically. Moreover, with q := inf{eu(y)−u1(y) ∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} we obtain
B g [u]Lr (x)=Bexp(2u−2u1)g [u1]Lr (x)⊆B g [u1]Lr /q (x)=B
g [u1]L
1 (x)⊆U j ∩ (Ki+1 \Ki−2)
for some j ∈N. In particular, B g [u]Lr (x) is contained in a compact set and thus compact.
Inequality (6) is true: For each z ∈B g [u]Lr (x) and each σ ∈Gr2(TzL), we choose a g [u]L-orthonormal
basis (e1,e2) of σ. This yields
∣∣secg [u]L (σ)∣∣= ∣∣Riemg [u]L (e1,e2,e1,e2)∣∣≤ ∣∣Riemg [u]L ∣∣g [u]L . Since z lies in
Ki+1 \Ki−2, the definition of Φ0(u) implies (6).
It remains to check (7). Let γ : [0,`]→ B := B g [u]Lr (x) be a periodic g [u]L-geodesic which is param-
etrized by g [u]L-arclength. Because of periodicity, we may assume after a change of parametrization
that γ satisfies u(γ(0))=mins∈[0,`]u(γ(s)).
Since B is contained in U j ⊆ dom(ϕ j ), the euclidean metric eucl j is defined on B and we can
regard B as a subset of the vector space Rn . Again by periodicity of γ, there exists a τ ∈ [0,`] with〈
γ′(τ),γ′(0)
〉
eucl j
< 0. In particular, ∣∣γ′(0)∣∣eucl j ≤ ∣∣γ′(τ)−γ′(0)∣∣eucl j .
Denoting the components (with respect to the chosen coordinates) of a vector v ∈ TxL with x ∈B by
v1, . . . ,vn , we have the following estimates:
C j |v |eucl j ≥ |v |g ≥C−1j |v |eucl j , n1/2 |v |eucl j ≥
n∑
a=1
|va | .
In particular,
∀s ∈ [0,`] : n1/2C j e−u(γ(s)) = n1/2C j e−u(γ(s))
∣∣γ′(s)∣∣g [u] = n1/2C j ∣∣γ′(s)∣∣g ≥ n∑
a=1
∣∣γ′a(s)∣∣ .
Using this and ∀c : |∂c |eucl j = 1 and the g [u]L-geodesic equation
∀s ∈ [0,`] : γ′′(s)=
n∑
c=1
γ′′c (s) ∂c
(
γ(s)
)=− n∑
a,b,c=1
g [u]LΓcab
(
γ(s)
)
γ′a(s)γ
′
b(s) ∂c
(
γ(s)
)
,
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we obtain
1 = ∣∣γ′(0)∣∣g [u] = eu(γ(0)) ∣∣γ′(0)∣∣g
≤ C j eu(γ(0))
∣∣γ′(0)∣∣eucl j
≤ C j eu(γ(0))
∣∣γ′(τ)−γ′(0)∣∣eucl j = C j eu(γ(0))
∣∣∣∣∫ τ
0
γ′′(s)ds
∣∣∣∣
eucl j
≤ C j eu(γ(0))
n∑
a,b,c=1
∫ τ
0
∣∣∣g [u]LΓcab(γ(s))∣∣∣ · ∣∣γ′a(s)∣∣ · ∣∣γ′b(s)∣∣ ds
≤ C j eu(γ(0))
n∑
a,b,c=1
∫ τ
0
A j ·
(
1+ ∣∣du∣∣g (γ(s))) · ∣∣γ′a(s)∣∣ · ∣∣γ′b(s)∣∣ ds
= nA jC j eu(γ(0))
∫ τ
0
(
1+ ∣∣du∣∣g (γ(s))) ·( n∑
a=1
∣∣γ′a(s)∣∣)2ds
≤ n2A jC3j
∫ τ
0
(
1+ ∣∣du∣∣g (γ(s))) ·eu(γ(0)) e−2u(γ(s))ds
≤ n2A jC3j
∫ τ
0
(
1+ ∣∣du∣∣g (γ(s))) ·e−u(γ(s))ds
≤ `n2A jC3j
∥∥∥e−u(1+ ∣∣du∣∣g )∥∥∥C 0(U j∩(Ki+1\Ki−2)) ,
and thus
4/`≤H j
∥∥∥e−u(1+ ∣∣du∣∣g )∥∥∥C 0(U j∩(Ki+1\Ki−2))
≤
∥∥∥He−u(1+ ∣∣du∣∣g )∥∥∥C 0(Ki+1\Ki−2) = sup
{
Φ1(u)(y)
∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2} .
Hence also (7) is true. This completes the proof. 
It remains to explain why the statements (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 1.8 cannot be generalized to arbitrary
semi-Riemannian metrics. One problem is that not every conformal class of, say, Lorentzian metrics
contains a complete metric. (Recall that since there is no Lorentzian analogue of the Hopf–Rinow
theorem, the notion of completeness of Lorentzian metrics refers always to geodesic completeness.)
3.9. Example. Let m ∈ N, let M be a manifold which contains an open subset U dieomorphic to
R×S1×Rm ; we identify U and R×S1×Rm by the dieomorphism. Let g0 be a Lorentzian metric on
M which has in a neighborhood of the circle L := {0}×S1× {0m}⊂M the form
(g0)(x,y,z) =

0 1
1 x
1
. . .
1
 ,
where x and z are the standard coordinates on R resp. Rm and where y ∈S1. Then the conformal class
of g0 contains no metric all of whose lightlike geodesics are complete: For every g in the conformal
class of g0, the maximal domain I ⊆ R of the (lightlike) g -geodesic γ ∈ C∞(I ,M) with γ(0) = (0,0,0)
and γ′(0)= (0,1,0) is bounded from above. (Here we consider 0 ∈R/Z=S1.) The image of γ is L.
Proof. Let u ∈ C∞(M ,R>0), let g = ug0. We compute γ in the universal covering of R×S1 ×Rm ,
where we can use the standard global coordinates (x1, . . . ,xm+2) (with x = x1, y = x2). The components
γ1, . . . ,γm+2 solve the geodesic equation
∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m+2} : ∀t ∈ I : γ′′k (t )=−
m+2∑
i , j=1
Γki j
(
γ(t )
)
γ′i (t )γ
′
j (t ) ,
where
Γki j =
1
2
m+2∑
l=1
g kl
(
∂i g j l +∂ j gi l −∂l gi j
) ∈C∞(Rm+2,R)
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are the Christoel symbols of g .
For k 6= 2, all Γk22 vanish on L˜ := {0}×R×{0m}⊂Rm+2: On L˜, we have
(
g kl
)= 1u ·((0 11 0)⊕diag(1, . . . ,1))
and thus, for κ≥ 3:
Γ122 =
1
2
∑
l
g 1l
(
2∂2g2l −∂l g22
)= 1
2u
(
2∂2g22−∂2g22
)= 1
2u
∂2(xu)= 0,
Γκ22 =
1
2
∑
l
gκl
(
2∂2g2l −∂l g22
)= 1
u
∂2g2κ− 1
2u
∂κg22 =− 1
2u
∂κ(xu)= 0.
Hence for all y,r ∈ R, the g -geodesic equation has a local solution γy,r with γy,r (0) = (0, y,0m) and
γ′y,r (0) = (0,r,0m) such that all components of γy,r except the 2-component vanish identically. This
implies that the image of the maximal geodesic γ with γ(0)= (0,0,0m) and γ′(0)= (0,1,0m) is L˜.
To determine γ, we thus have to calculate only γ2. On L˜, we compute
Γ222 =
1
2
∑
l
g 2l
(
2∂2g2l −∂l g22
)= 1
2u
(
2∂2g21−∂1g22
)= 2∂2u−∂1(xu)
2u
= 2∂2u−u
2u
= ∂2u
u
− 1
2
.
With w ∈C∞(R,R) given by w(y) := ln(u(0, y,0m)), γ2 ∈C∞(I ,R) is the maximal solution of
γ′′2(t )=
(
1
2
−w ′ (γ2(t )))γ′2(t )2 , γ2(0)= 0, γ′2(0)= 1.
Since w is the pullback of a function on S1 via the universal covering R 3 y 7→ [y] ∈R/Z, it is 1-periodic.
In particular, w −w(0) is bounded from above by some C ∈R. We obtain
∀t ∈ I : (ln◦γ′2)′ (t )= γ′′2(t )γ′2(t ) = 12γ′2(t )−w ′
(
γ2(t )
)
γ′2(t )=
(
1
2
γ2−w ◦γ2
)′
(t )
and thus
∀t ∈ I : ln(γ′2(t ))= ∫ t
0
(
ln◦γ′2
)′ (s)ds = 1
2
γ2(t )−w
(
γ2(t )
)+w(0)≥ 1
2
γ2(t )−C .
This implies ∀t ∈ I : γ′2(t )≥ e−Ceγ2(t )/2, hence
∀t ∈ I ∩R≥0 : 1> 1−e−γ2(t )/2 = 1
2
∫ γ2(t )
0
1
eξ/2
dξ= 1
2
∫ t
0
γ′2(s)
eγ2(s)/2
ds ≥ t
2eC
,
i.e., t < 2eC . This proves that the domain I of γ is bounded from above. 
3.10. Remark. Note that the manifold M in Example 3.9 can even be compact, e.g. M =Tn for some
n ≥ 2. It is well-known that some compact manifolds admit incomplete Lorentzian metrics (cf. e.g.
[1]), but we are not aware of a previous proven example in the literature of a conformal class without
complete metric. Besides, as far as we know, it is an open question whether each manifold which
admits a Lorentzian metric admits a complete one. (We are grateful to Stefan Suhr for remarks on
these points.) We will not discuss here to which extent the completeness problem can be avoided by
imposing causality conditions on the conformal class in question.
3.11. Remark. There is no natural useful notion of injectivity radius of a Lorentzian manifold (M ,g ),
but one can define such a radius via an auxiliary Riemannian metric h on M : the “size” of the domain
of expgx in each tangent space TxM can be measured in terms of h. This “mixed” injectivity radius has
been studied by Chen–LeFloch [6] in the situation when h is obtained from g by a Wick rotation around
some timelike subbundle of TM . Unfortunately, this notion has still serious defects for the purposes of
the present article. Even after dropping the completeness claims, the statements (ii) and (iv) of Theorem
1.8 do not become true in general for “mixed” injectivity radii. We will not go into details.
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4. Proof of the main results
We will obtain Theorem 1.8 as a corollary to the following result about sequences of quasi-flatzoomers:
4.1. Theorem. Let K = (Ki )i∈N be a smooth compact exhaustion of a manifold M , let (Φi )i∈N be a
sequence of quasi-flatzoomers for K , let (εi )i∈N be a sequence in C0(M ,R>0), let w ∈ C0(M ,R). Then
there exists a real-analytic u : M→R with u >w such that
∀i ∈N : ∣∣Φi (u)∣∣< εi holds on M \Ki . (9)
We need some preparations for the rather technical proof of 4.1. Lemma 4.3 below is the analytic key
to our argument; see Remark 4.4 for further explanation.
4.2. Definition. As usual, φ(i ) denotes the i th derivative of a function φ ∈C∞(I ,R) on some interval
I ⊆R. For r ∈R≥0, we define
Climbers(r ) :=
{
φ ∈C∞([0,1], [0,r ]) ∣∣∣φ(0)= 0, φ(1)= r, ∀i ∈N≥1 : φ(i )(0)= 0=φ(i )(1)} .
A sequence (φn)n∈N in C∞([0,1],R) is an alpinist i ∀n ∈N : φn ∈ Climbers(n).
Let k ∈N, let a ∈R>0, let Θ= (φn)n∈N be a sequence in C∞([0,1],R). We define the set
Gk,a[Θ] :=
{
max
t∈[0,1]
e−aφn (t )
(
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣φ( j )n (t )∣∣
) ∣∣∣∣∣ n ∈N
}
⊂ R>0 .
4.3. Lemma. Let a ∈R>0, let k ∈N. There is an alpinist Θk,a such that the set Gk,a[Θk,a] is bounded.
(Here “bounded” means bounded from above, not away from 0.)
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We let c := a/k if k ≥ 1, and c := 19.26 if k = 0. For n ∈N, we consider
qn := 1−e−nc ∈ [0,1[ .
We choose some ξ ∈ Climbers(1) and define a sequence Θk,a = (φn)n∈N in C∞([0,1],R) by
φn :=−1
c
ln
(
1−qnξ
)
. (10)
The φn are well-defined because ξ is [0,1]-valued and hence 1−
(
1−e−nc)ξ is [e−nc ,1]-valued. Since
ξ ∈ Climbers(1), we have φn(0) = 0 and φn(1) = −1c ln
(
1−qn
) = n and ∀i ∈ N≥1 : φ(i )n (0) = 0 = φ(i )n (1).
Thus each φn lies in Climbers(n), i.e., Θk,a is an alpinist.
We claim that for every i ∈N≥1, there exists a polynomial Pi ∈R[X0, . . . ,Xi ] with
∀n ∈N : φ(i )n =
Pi
(
qnξ(0), . . . ,qnξ(i )
)(
1−qnξ
)i .
We prove this by induction over i . For i = 1, the first derivatives φ′n = 1c qnξ′
/(
1−qnξ
)
have the
claimed form. If the i th derivatives φ(i )n have the claimed form, then the (i +1)st derivatives
φ(i+1)n =
(
Pi
(
qnξ(0), . . . ,qnξ(i )
)(
1−qnξ
)i
)′
=
(
1−qnξ
) ·∑iν=0 ∂Pi∂Xν (qnξ(0), . . . ,qnξ(i ))qnξ(ν+1)− i qnξ′ ·Pi (qnξ(0), . . . ,qnξ(i ))(
1−qnξ
)i+1
have the claimed form as well. This completes the proof of the claim.
Since ∀n ∈N : |qn | ≤ 1, there exists for each i ∈N≥1 a constant Ci ∈R>0 with
∀n ∈N :
∥∥∥Pi (qnξ(0), . . . ,qnξ(i ))∥∥∥
C 0([0,1],R)
≤Ci .
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The supremum S := sup{(1+ s)/eas ∣∣ s ∈R≥0} exists in R>0. We obtain for all n ∈N and t ∈ [0,1]:
1+∑ki=0 ∣∣φ(i )n (t )∣∣
eaφn (t )
≤ 1+
∣∣φn(t )∣∣
eaφn (t )
+
k∑
i=1
∣∣Pi (qnξ(0)(t ), . . . ,qnξ(i )(t ))∣∣(
1−qnξ(t )
)i eaφn (t )
≤ S+
k∑
i=1
Ci(
1−qnξ(t )
)i eaφn (t ) = S+
k∑
i=1
Ci ·
(
1−qnξ(t )
)k(
1−qnξ(t )
)i ≤ S+ k∑
i=1
Ci ·1k−i .
Hence the set Gk,a[Θk,a] is bounded by S+
∑k
i=1Ci . 
4.4. Remark. If you suspect that the proof of 4.3 — in particular definition (10) — is unnecessarily
complicated, the following example might be instructive. Consider any φ ∈ Climbers(1) which is for
some δ ∈ ]0,1[ equal to t 7→ e−1/t on ]0,δ]. The sequence Θ= (φn)n∈N given by φn = nφ is an alpinist,
but G1,1[Θ] is not bounded.
Proof of the claim made in Remark 4.4. There is an n0 ∈N≥1 with 1/ ln(n0)≤ δ. For n ∈N with n ≥ n0,
we consider tn := 1/ ln(n) ∈ ]0,δ]. We have φ(tn) = e−1/tn = 1/n and thus e−φn (tn ) = 1/e. Moreover,
φ′(tn)= e−1/tn
/
t2n = ln(n)2
/
n . Hence e−φn (tn )
(
1+ ∣∣φn(tn)∣∣+ ∣∣φ′n(tn)∣∣)≥ ne ln(n)2/n . Since this tends
to ∞ as n→∞, the set G1,1[Θ] is not bounded. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let K−2 :=K−1 :=;. For every i ∈N, the boundary Σi of the smooth codimension-
zero submanifold-with-boundary Ki has an interior collar neighborhood Ai ⊆ Ki \Ki−1 which can be
dieomorphically identified with [0,1]×Σi such that Σi is identified with {1}×Σi . Let ρi : Ai → [0,1]
denote the projection to the first factor.
We fix a Riemannian metric η on M . For i ,k ∈ N, the chain and product rules yield a constant
Li ,k ∈R>0 such that for all x ∈ Ai and f ∈C∞([0,1],R), we have
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jη ( f ◦ρi )∣∣∣
η
(x)≤ Li ,k ·
(
1+
k∑
j=0
∣∣∣ f ( j )(ρi (x))∣∣∣
)
. (11)
For each i ∈ N, the quasi-flatzoomer property of Φi gives us ki ,di ∈ N≥1 and θi ,wi ∈ C0(M ,R>0)
and ai ∈R>0 such that∣∣Φi (u)(x)∣∣ ≤ sup
e−aiu(y)θi (y) ·
(
1+
ki∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
)di ∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2
 (12)
holds for all l ∈N and x ∈Kl \Kl−1 and u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfy u >wi on Kl+1 \Kl−2.
For each i , we replace Φi by u 7→ |Φi (u)|1/di , replace ai by ai /di , replace θi by θ1/dii , and replace
εi by ε
1/di
i . After this, we may assume without loss of generality that (12) holds with di = 1.
There is a function wˆ ∈C0(M ,R>0) with wˆ >w such that for each l ∈N, wˆ >max {w,w0, . . . ,wl−1}
holds pointwise on Kl+1 \Kl−2.
For i , l ∈N, we define εˇi ,l ∈R>0 and Φˆi ,l : C∞(M ,R≥0)→R≥0 by
εˇi ,l := inf
{
εi (x)
∣∣∣x ∈Kl \Kl−1} ,
Φˆi ,l (u) := sup
{
e−aiu(y)θi (y) ·
(
1+
ki∑
j=0
∣∣∣∇ jηu∣∣∣
η
(y)
) ∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2
}
.
Inequality (12) implies that, for any u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfies u ≥ wˆ (and hence satisfies for every
l ∈N the inequality u∣∣Kl+1\Kl−2 >max {w0, . . . ,wl−1} ∣∣Kl+1\Kl−2 ), the statement (9) is true if
∀i , l ∈N :
(
l ≥ i +1 ⇒ Φˆi ,l (u)< εˇi ,l
)
. (13)
(If (13) holds, then for all i , l ∈ N with l ≥ i + 1, we have on Kl \Kl−1: |Φi (u)| ≤ Φˆi ,l (u) < εˇi ,l ≤ εi ,
because u > wi is fulfilled on Kl+1 \Kl−2. Thus for all i ∈N, |Φi (u)| < εi holds on M \Ki ; i.e., (9) is
true.)
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For l ∈N, we define ε˜l ∈R>0 and Φ˜l : C∞(M ,R≥0)→R≥0 by
ε˜l :=min
{
εˇi ,l
∣∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}} ,
Φ˜l (u) :=max
{
Φˆi ,l (u)
∣∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}} .
For any u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfies u ≥ wˆ , the statement (9) is true if
∀l ∈N : Φ˜l (u)< ε˜l . (14)
(This follows from (13), because (14) implies for all i , l ∈N with l ≥ i +1: Φˆi ,l (u)≤ Φ˜l (u)< ε˜l ≤ εˇi ,l .)
For l ∈N, we define αl ∈R>0 and κl ∈N and ϑl ∈C0(M ,R>0) by
αl :=min
{
ai
∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}} ,
κl :=max
{
ki
∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}} ,
ϑl (x) :=max
{
θi (x)
∣∣ i ∈ {0, . . . , l −1}} . (15)
This yields for all l ∈N and u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0):
Φ˜l (u)≤ sup
{
e−αlu(y) ϑl (y) ·
(
1+
κl∑
j=0
∣∣∇ jηu∣∣η(y)
) ∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2
}
.
For l ∈N, we define
λ˜l :=
ε˜l
sup
{
ϑl (y)
∣∣ y ∈Kl+1 \Kl−2} ∈R>0 .
We choose a monotonically decreasing sequence (λi )i∈N in R>0 with ∀i ∈N : λi < λ˜i .
Due to (14), for any u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) which satisfies u ≥ wˆ , the statement (9) is true if
∀i ∈N : sup
{
e−αiu(y)
(
1+
κi∑
j=0
∣∣∇ jηu∣∣η(y)
) ∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2
}
≤λi . (16)
For each i ∈ N, Lemma 4.3 yields an alpinist Θi = (ϕi [n])n∈N such that the set Gki+1,αi+1 [Θi ] is
bounded from above by some Ci ∈R>0.
For i ∈N, we consider Li := Li ,κi+1 . We define a sequence b = (bi )i∈N in N recursively by
bi :=min
{
β ∈N
∣∣∣ max{1+β, Liβ+CiLi }≤λi+1 eαi+1β ∧
∀x ∈Ki \Ki−1 : wˆ(x)≤β ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , i −1} : b j ≤β
}
;
(17)
this is well-defined because the set on the right-hand side is nonempty. By construction, b is mono-
tonically increasing. Hence the numbers ci := bi+1−bi lie in N.
We define a function u ∈C∞(M ,R≥0) by
u(x) :=
{
bi if ∃i ∈N : x ∈Ki \ (Ai ∪Ki−1)
bi +ϕi [ci ](ρi (x)) if ∃i ∈N : x ∈ Ai
.
Obviously u is indeed a well-defined and nonnegative function. It is smooth because all j th derivatives
with j ≥ 1 of ϕi [ci ] vanish at 0 and 1 and because bi +ϕi [ci ](1)= bi + ci = bi+1.
Moreover, we have u ≥ wˆ >w , because ∀i ∈N : ∀x ∈Ki \Ki−1 : u(x)≥ bi ≥ wˆ(x)>w(x).
Let i ∈N, let y ∈Ki+1 \Ki−2. Then for some µ ∈ {−1,0,1}, we have either y ∈Ki+µ \ (Ai+µ∪Ki+µ−1)
or y ∈ Ai+µ. If y ∈Ki+µ \ (Ai+µ∪Ki+µ−1), then the definition (17) of bi+µ implies
1+
κi∑
j=0
∣∣∇ jηu∣∣η(y)= 1+bi+µ ≤λi+µ+1 eαi+µ+1bi+µ ≤λi eαiu(y) , (18)
because (λl )l∈N and (αl )l∈N decrease monotonically and u(y)= bi+µ ≥ 0.
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If y ∈ Ai+µ, we consider t := ρi+µ(y). Since Gκi+µ+1,αi+µ+1 [Θi+µ] is bounded from above by Ci+µ,
Definition 4.2 yields
e−αi+µ+1ϕi+µ[ci+µ](t )
(
1+
κi+µ+1∑
j=0
∣∣∣ϕi+µ[ci+µ]( j )(t )∣∣∣
)
≤ sup(Gκi+µ+1,αi+µ+1 [Θi+µ])≤Ci+µ . (19)
By (15), the sequence (κl )l∈N increases monotonically, whereas (λl )l∈N and (αl )l∈N decrease monotoni-
cally. Since eαi+µ+1ϕi+µ[ci+µ](t ) ≥ 1, we deduce from (17) and (19):
λi e
αiu(y) = λi eαibi+µ eαiϕi+µ[ci+µ](t )
≥ λi+µ+1 eαi+µ+1bi+µ eαi+µ+1ϕi+µ[ci+µ](t )
≥ Li+µbi+µeαi+µ+1ϕi+µ[ci+µ](t )+Ci+µLi+µ eαi+µ+1ϕi+µ[ci+µ](t )
≥ Li+µbi+µ+
Ci+µLi+µ
Ci+µ
(
1+
κi+µ+1∑
j=0
∣∣∣ϕi+µ[ci+µ]( j )(t )∣∣∣
)
= Li+µ ·
(
1+bi+µ+
κi+µ+1∑
j=0
∣∣∣ϕi+µ[ci+µ]( j )(t )∣∣∣
)
.
Applying (11) to the function f : s 7→ bi+µ+ϕi+µ[ci+µ](s), we thus obtain
1+
κi∑
j=0
∣∣∇ jηu∣∣η(y) ≤ 1+κi+µ+1∑
j=0
∣∣∇ jηu∣∣η(y) ≤ Li+µ ·
(
1+bi+µ+
κi+µ+1∑
j=0
∣∣∣ϕi+µ[ci+µ]( j )(t )∣∣∣
)
≤ λi eαiu(y) . (20)
The inequalities (18) and (20) imply that (16) is true for the function u with u ≥ wˆ > w we have
constructed. This shows that there exists a function u ∈C∞(M ,R) with u >w such that for every i ∈N,
the inequality |Φi (u)| < εi holds on M \Ki .
There exists a neighborhood of u with respect to the fine (i.e. Whitney) C∞-topology on C∞(M ,R)
all of whose elements v satisfy v >w and, for every i ∈N, |Φi (v)| < εi on M \Ki . Since real-analytic
functions are fine-C∞-dense in C∞(M ,R) (cf. e.g. [15, Theorem A]), Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
Now we can prove our main result stated in the Introduction:
Proof of Theorem 1.8. For i ∈N, consider the maps Ψi ,ΨFi ,Υi : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) defined by
Ψi (u) :=
∣∣∣∇ig0[u]Riemg0[u]∣∣∣h0[u] , Υi (u) :=
∣∣∣∇ig0[u] IIFg0[u]∣∣∣h0[u] ,
ΨFi (u) :=
∣∣∣∇i(g0)F [u]Riem(g0)F [u]∣∣∣(h0)F [u] .
As stated in Example 2.8, for every flatzoomer Ξ also u 7→ |Ξ(u)|1/2 is a flatzoomer. Thus the Examples
2.4, 2.5, 2.6 show that Ψi , ΨFi , Υi are flatzoomers. By Example 2.10, they are quasi-flatzoomers for K .
For i ∈N, we define Φi : C∞(M ,R≥0)→C0(M ,R≥0) by Φi (u) :=Ψi (u)+ΨFi (u)+Υi (u). Example 2.11
(see also 2.8) tells us that Φi is a quasi-flatzoomer.
Theorem 4.1, applied to the sequence (Φi )i∈N, yields a real-analytic function u : M→R with u > u0
such that for every i ∈N, the inequality Φi (u)< εi holds on M \Ki . Thus the statements (i), (iii), (v) of
Theorem 1.8 are true. If (g0)F (and thus also g0) is not Riemannian, the proof of 1.8 is now complete.
Otherwise we define a smooth compact exhaustion K ′ = (K ′i )i∈N by K ′0 :=; and ∀i ≥ 1: K ′i :=Ki−1,
define (ε′i )i∈N by ε
′
0 := 1ι+1 and ∀i ≥ 1: ε′i := εi−1, and define ∀i ≥ 1: Φ′i :=Φi−1. If (g0)F , but not g0,
is Riemannian, then we consider Φ′0 : u 7→ 1/convF(g0)F [u], which is a quasi-flatzoomer due to Theorem
3.8. If g0 is Riemannian, we consider Φ′0 : u 7→ 1/convF(g0)F [u]+1/convg [u], which is a quasi-flatzoomer
due to Theorem 3.8 (applied also to the foliation whose only leaf is M ) and Example 2.11.
Now Theorem 4.1, applied to K ′ and (Φ′i )i∈N and (ε
′
i )i∈N, shows that all statements of Theorem
1.8 are true, because the convexity radii are by construction ≥ ι+ 1 ≥ 1, which implies in particular
completeness of the metrics. 
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The other results stated in Section 1 follow from Theorem 1.8, as explained there.
We end this article by stating explicitly, for future use elsewhere, one result about ordinary dierential
inequalities that has essentially been derived during the proof of Theorem 4.1.
4.5. Theorem. Let (εi )i∈N and (αi )i∈N be sequences in R>0, let (mi )i∈N be a sequence in N, let (Pi )i∈N be
a sequence such that each Pi is a real polynomial (whose degree may depend on i ) in mi +1 real variables.
Let w ∈C0([0,∞[,R). Then there exists a number µ ∈R such that for every u0 ∈
[
µ,∞[, there is a function
u ∈C∞([0,∞[,R) with the following properties:
(i) u(0)= u0.
(ii) For each i ∈N, u is constant on the interval [i , i + 12].
(iii) u >w .
(iv) ∀i ∈N : ∀x ∈ [i , i +1] : Pi
(
u(x),u′(x), . . . ,u(mi )(x)
)< εieαiu(x).
Remark 1. In particular, the ordinary dierential inequality (iv) can be solved globally with initial values
u(0) and ∀i ≥ 1: u(i )(0)= 0 whenever u(0) is suciently large. In contrast, the results of [14] show that
even in simple special cases, the inequality (iv) cannot be solved with ∀i ≥ 1: u(i )(0)= 0 for arbitrary
initial values u(0) that satisfy P0(u(0),0, . . . ,0)< ε0eα0u(0) (the properties (ii), (iii) do not matter for this
conclusion).
Remark 2. The polynomials Pi are assumed to have constant coecients here, for simplicity. But since
they may depend on the interval [i , i +1], an inequality of the form
∀x ∈ [0,∞[ : P (x)(u(x),u′(x), . . . ,u(m)(x))< ε(x)eα(x)u(x) ,
for a polynomial-valued function P ∈ C0([0,∞[,RPolydm+1) and functions ε,α ∈ C0([0,∞[,R>0), can
always be strengthened to an inequality of the form (iv) and can then be solved using the theorem.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 4.5. For M := [0,∞[, consider the smooth compact exhaustion (Ki )i∈N with
Ki := [0, i +1]; this M is a manifold-with-boundary, but that does not cause any problem. The maps
Φi : C∞(M ,R≥0) → C∞(M ,R) given by Φi (u)(x) := e−αiu(x)Pi
(
u(x),u′(x), . . . ,u(mi )(x)
)
are obviously
(quasi-)flatzoomers. Revisiting the proof of Theorem 4.1 for our given data (Φi )i∈N, (εi )i∈N, w , we
choose the interior collar neighborhoods Ai =
[
i + 12 , i +1
]
. Clearly there exists a number µ ∈ R such
that for every u0 ∈
[
µ,∞[, we can choose the sequence b with b0 = u0. The constructed function
u ∈C∞(M ,R) then satisfies (i)–(iv). 
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